Data Collection in Sociolinguistics

Data Collection in Sociolinguistics: Methods and Applications is an accessible, contemporary guide to data collection, a central pursuit of sociolinguistic research. Contributions by veteran as well as up-and-coming sociolinguists cover methods of data collection, whether generating new data or when working with existing data, and tackle important questions of ethics, data sharing, data preservation, and community outreach. Other cutting-edge topics, featured in main chapters and in shorter, reader-friendly vignettes, include the use of public documents, virtual world research, collecting online data, working with video data, and cross-cultural issues in data collection. A comprehensive volume, Data Collection in Sociolinguistics is set to become an indispensable guide for students and scholars interested in both the broad outlines and the finer details of sociolinguistic data collection.
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Vignette 6a
Cross-cultural Issues in Studying Endangered Indigenous Languages

D. Victoria Rau

My research on Yami, a Philippine Batanic language spoken by 4,000 speakers on Orchid Island, which lies off the southeastern coast of Taiwan, began in 1994 with a personal invitation from Maa-neu Dong, who was seeking an Austronesian linguist to compile a dictionary of her mother tongue. In response, I conducted a sociolinguistic survey of this indigenous language, following an SIL method (Blair, 1990; Grimes, 1995) to gather basic word lists, texts for intelligibility tests, information on bilingual ability, language use, and language attitudes.

In the process of analyzing the word lists, several linguistic variables emerged as potential candidates for Labovian-style sociolinguistic studies, including one similar to the centralization of diphthongs on Martha’s Vineyard (Labov, 1972). The Yami diphthongs (ay) and (aw) were undergoing vowel raising on the island (e.g., mangay ~ mangey ‘go’, arow ~ arow ‘day, sun’), with an isogloss separating the more progressive northeast from the more conservative southwest. However, even though most coding of the variants in the word list was completed within three years of the initial trip, I lacked adequate understanding of both the linguistic structure of Yami and the social structure of the speech community to be able to analyze the social stratification of the change. As it was an endangered minority language, no comprehensive grammatical sketch of Yami was available at the time. Not until our *Yami Texts with Reference Grammar and Dictionary* was published (Rau & Dong, 2006) did we feel we were ready to write up the centralization of diphthongs (Rau, Chang, & Dong, 2009). Furthermore, during 2005–2009 we were able to put our Yami materials online for language conservation, including documentation (http://yamiproject.cs.pu.edu.tw/yami), e-Learning (http://yamiproject.cs.pu.edu.tw/elearn), and an online dictionary (http://yamibow.cs.pu.edu.tw).

When a “cross-cultural” investigation involves a less commonly studied, endangered indigenous minority language, practical goals of language conservation should take precedence over theoretical sociolinguistic goals. Researchers may also need to accept the frustrating reality that it is never possible to interpret the limited data as quickly, accurately, and adequately as when studying dominant languages. Below, I describe some of the sociolinguistic issues raised during my work with the Yami speech community.
Urban Dialectology vs. Endangered Indigenous Language Studies

The goals of and data collection methods for a variationist sociolinguistic study of a minority language differ from those of urban dialectology. A typical Labovian-style study seeks to address the question of social motivation of linguistic change. A valid and reliable variationist study usually has several prerequisites. First, the researcher needs to have native or near-native command of the target language, whether the researcher personally conducts sociolinguistic interviews, hires a local interviewer to match the local speech style (Trudgill, 2010), or uses other supplemental techniques (Wolfram, 2011). Second, there are usually grammatical sketches, dialect studies, or records of historical linguistics in the target language to serve as a basis for comparison. Third, the linguistic variable to be investigated has to provide sufficient stratified data in the subsystem to meet Labov’s (1972) principle of accountability and provide Tagliamonte’s (2009) three lines of evidence for VARBRUL analysis. This makes a dominant language a perfect candidate for Labovian-style variation studies.

Endangered indigenous languages are a different story (Rau, 2011). It takes much longer to develop a basic understanding of the language before studies of variation can even be attempted. Data collection is usually restricted to word lists and narratives, as the researcher’s proficiency in the language is limited. In addition, the range of linguistic variables is also compressed, as the consultants who assist in data transcription may edit out some “variations,” both to make the language look more “standard” and because the transcriber naturally transcribes in their own dialect.

Methodological Differences

How did my methods of sociolinguistic data collection on Orchid Island differ from the Labovian method? My initial data were gathered in 1994 as part of a sociolinguistic survey to establish a relationship with the community. The word lists were transcribed phonetically, but the narrative data were transcribed phonemically by my Yami consultant, who came from the non-centralized /ay/ and /aw/ dialect area. To gather more narrative data, my consultant and I went back to the community when we were commissioned to do a Yami dictionary project in 1998–2000 and language documentation project in 2005–2007. We managed to glean enough data from the same speakers who had contributed word list and narrative data in 1994 for a variation study.

Unfortunately, as the language is not being transmitted to the younger generation (Lin, 2007), we cannot test our hypothesis of change in progress. Nor did we ever have a chance to conduct a trend study or panel study (Sankoff & Blondeau, 2007), since it took us over a decade to process and understand the data gathered in 1994. To study the two diphthongs, my Yami consultant had to go back to the previously transcribed texts to recode the pronunciation of /ay/ and /aw/. Lacking sociolinguistic interviews, we treated narratives as “informal style” in contrast with the “formal” word list reading style, as defined by the degree of
attention paid to form. In our later study of word order variation, we found that narratives and conversations could be further distinguished by word order variation (Chang & Rau, 2011), but this insight came too late for our 2009 study.

Advice

On the basis of my experience with the Yami community, I recommend using a four-step approach to data collection for the purpose of producing useful sociolinguistic materials, following the principle of linguistic gratuity (Wolfram, Reaser, & Vaughn, 2008):

1. Conduct a sociolinguistic survey, gathering word lists and narratives.
2. Write a reference grammar and teaching materials as part of a language conservation effort to “give back” to the community under study.
3. Identify potential linguistic variables to contribute to both practical and theoretical issues. For example, our variation study of the two diphthongs (Rau et al., 2009) has provided the theoretical underpinning for orthography development in Yami. A study of Yami word order (Chang & Rau, 2011) has led us to understand how narrative and conversation styles can account for word-order variation between VS and SV. A recent study of the variation between path verbs and manner verbs in Yami (Rau, Wang, & Chang, 2012) has increased our understanding of motion events in cognitive linguistics.
4. Prepare to write a user-friendly socio-grammar (Nagy, 2009). A useful pedagogical grammar with a focus on language use suitable for indigenous language teacher training programs would be highly appreciated, as a linguist’s grammar is usually perceived as incomprehensible or irrelevant to indigenous teachers who are teaching their language in a school setting for language conservation.

As studies on minority speech communities require a lifelong commitment, I hope this “been there, done that” account will give researchers a firm and practical foundation when collecting cross-cultural data.
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